Using rare intracranial recordings from the posterior interhemispheric region of the human brain, we explored the oscillatory properties of the posteromedial cortex (PMC) during rest. The PMC is a core structure of the default mode network, which is known for its higher activity during the resting state. We found that resting PMC spectral power peaked in the theta band range (4-7 Hz) and was clearly distinguishable from adjacent cortical sites in the occipital lobe displaying peaks in the alpha band range (8-12 Hz). Additionally, the phase of PMC theta oscillations modulated the amplitude of ongoing high gamma (70-180 Hz) activity during the resting state. The magnitude of this cross-frequency modulation was shown to fluctuate at time scales comparable to those observed in functional neuroimaging studies of intrinsic functional connectivity networks (~0.1 Hz). The difference of canonical oscillations in the PMC compared to its adjacent cortical sites conforms to functional specialization across anatomical boundaries. Such differences may reflect separate oscillatory preferences between networks that are functionally connected.
Introduction
During the resting state, oscillations of differing peak frequencies predominate across the cerebral cortex. The occipital alpha and the rolandic beta rhythms are classical examples of such canonical oscillations (Adrian and Matthews, 1934; Jasper and Penfield, 1949) . More recently, there has been growing evidence for the role of canonical oscillations in modulating local cortical activation and distal cortical interaction through phase-amplitude and phase-phase coupling, respectively .
Similarly, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have also revealed unique spatio-temporal patterns of resting state activity, in the form of intrinsic functional connectivity (resting state networks), which reflect correlations in hemodynamic signals at slow time scales (b1 Hz) (Deco et al., 2011) . The default mode network (DMN) is a consistently identified resting state network, of which the posteromedial cortex (PMC) forms the central functional-anatomic node (Buckner et al., 2008; Hagmann et al., 2008) . However, despite great research interest, little is known about the electrophysiological properties unique to the PMC, in contrast to adjacent sensory regions, during the resting state. Central to this limitation is the difficulty in obtaining electrophysiological interhemispheric recordings from the PMC in conscious human subjects.
Typically the DMN, and the PMC in particular, is described as having higher blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) resting activity which deactivates during attentionally demanding cognitive tasks (Fox et al., 2005) . Consistent with these fMRI findings, singleunit recordings in non-human primates (Hayden et al., 2009 (Hayden et al., , 2010 and intracranial recordings from human subjects (Dastjerdi et al., 2011; Jerbi et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2009; Ossandon et al., 2011) also show clear support for higher activity in PMC during rest, which is suppressed during tasks of external attention. These data suggest resting activation and task deactivation to be best tracked by power shifts in a broad gamma range at the cortical surface (Dastjerdi et al., 2011; Jerbi et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2009; Ossandon et al., 2011) . More generally, electrophysiological investigations outside of the DMN have suggested that modulation in gamma amplitude at slower frequencies, similar to those observed in fMRI data, correlate at spatial scales relevant to the study of resting state brain networks (Leopold et al., 2003; Nir et al., 2008 ).
In the current study, we go beyond the event related changes of gamma activity in the PMC during cued rest fixation (Dastjerdi et al., 2011) . We use intracranial recordings in human subjects to measure the signature of electrophysiological activity within the PMC during spontaneous rest. During this state, we show that theta oscillations predominate in PMC and also modulate ongoing gamma amplitude, which distinguishes this region from other nearby areas such as the visual cortex whose activity is preferentially influenced by canonical alpha, rather than theta, oscillations. Additionally, we show that cross-frequency amplitude modulation for the same frequencies fluctuates at slow time scales akin to those observed for resting state networks with fMRI BOLD signals.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Direct electrocortical recordings during periods of awake resting state were obtained from subjects implanted with subdural electrodes. Intracranial recordings were performed for clinical reasons related to the surgical treatment of refractory epilepsy. All subjects provided voluntary written consent to participate in research recordings as part of a protocol approved by the Stanford Institutional Review Board office. Results reported here were obtained from 4 subjects (3 female) with electrode coverage over the PMC in addition to other cortical sites (see Figs. 1-4) , which is a rare occurrence for this clinical cohort. Electrodes were defined as PMC for each subject based on clear anatomical boundaries as shown in Fig. 1 . Anatomical location of electrodes was identified through the alignment of preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and post-operative computed tomography (CT) scans as previously described (Dastjerdi et al., 2011) .
Electrophysiological Recording and Analysis
Electrocorticographic (ECoG) recordings from strip and grid electrodes were acquired at 3051.76 Hz and filtered between 0.5 and 300 Hz using a multichannel research system (Tucker Davis Technologies). Recordings were obtained during continuous periods of spontaneous rest when subjects were awake and resting comfortably in bed with their eyes closed. These resting epochs lasted for 3.5 m, 5 m, 4.5 m and 3.5 m for subjects 1-4, respectively. All data processing was performed off-line using custom routines in MATLAB (MathWorks).
Channels showing epileptiform activity or excessive noise were excluded from analysis. Of the remaining 226 clean electrodes (free of pathological/artifactual activity) from all subjects, 19 were located in PMC (clean/total in PMC = 7/8, 3/3, 4/8 and 5/10 for subjects 1-4 respectively; see and are the focus of data reported here. Preprocessing involved notch filtering the data for line noise (60 Hz plus harmonics) and then referencing to a common average based on all clean electrodes for each subject. Estimates of raw spectral power (Fig. 1b and e) were calculated using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of 2 s Hamming windows with 50% overlap (Welch's method). This data was used to then calculate band limited power (Fig. 5a ) by integrating normalized (to total sum) power for the following frequency ranges: delta (1-3 Hz); theta (4-7 Hz); alpha (8-12 Hz); beta (13-29 Hz); gamma-low (30-79 Hz); gamma-high (80-200 Hz).
Cross-frequency coupling was explored by focusing on phaseamplitude coupling (PAC) between multiple pairs of differing center frequencies. As the PAC measure employed is sensitive to phase distortion, all band-pass filtering was performed in the time domain with a two-way, non phase-lag, finite impulse response filter from the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) . Subsequently, the phase and amplitude of each band pass signal was obtained via a Hilbert transform, which gives a complex time series,
where a x [n] and ϕ x [n] are the instantaneous amplitudes and phases, respectively. PAC was then estimated using the phase-locking value Fig. 1 . Power spectrum and cross-frequency coupling in PMC. A) Medial view of electrode sites covering PMC (green fill) for subject 1 (left hemisphere; A: anterior; P: posterior; excluded electrodes not shown). PMC boundaries (black dashed line) were defined by the marginal branch (mb) of the cingulate sulcus (cgs), the corpus callosum (cc) and the parieto-occipital medial sulcus (poms) as described in Parvizi et al. (2006) . B) Power spectrum (red, right y-axis) and phase-amplitude coupling (blue, left y-axis) to HG (70-180 Hz) amplitude for narrow frequency bins (x-axis) for the raw time series in one PMC electrode (circled blue in A). At this PMC site, there is a clear spectral peak in the theta band (5 Hz) of the raw time series at rest, which produces the greatest modulation of resting HG amplitude. In the mean phase-amplitude (x,y) comodulogram (C, upper panel) of 6 PMC electrodes (blue fill in A), the greatest modulation of HG amplitude occurs in the theta range also (C, lower panel shows mean PAC for each phase bin). In contrast to PMC sites, occipital electrodes (D) in the same subject show a strong spectral alpha peak (8 Hz) at rest, which in turn produces the greatest modulation of resting HG amplitude. (PLV) (Lachaux et al., 1999) technique as described by Penny et al. (2008) and recently employed by Voytek et al. (2010) (See Cohen (2008) for a similar approach and Tort et al. (2010) for comparison with other PAC methods). With this approach, PAC is estimated by the PLV between the phase of a narrow band frequency (f 1 , the phase modulation) and the phase of a differing frequency band (f 2 , reflecting the amplitude modulation) whose amplitude is first band pass filtered between the phase-modulating frequency range of interest (f 1 ) before its phase is extracted by a secondary Hilbert transform (removing changes in f 2 amplitude not related to the specific phase modulating frequency of interest; f 1 ). For example, in the case of theta phase-gamma amplitude PAC, the PLV/PAC is estimated by,
where ϕ θ [n] is the theta phase times series and ϕ a γθ [n] is the phase time series of the gamma amplitude that has been band pass filtered by the same theta range (for additional details see (Penny et al., 2008; Voytek et al., 2010) ). Thus, PLV θγ (i.e. PAC θγ ) gives the absolute magnitude of the circular mean (vector length) difference between the theta (ϕ θ [n]) and theta modulated gamma amplitude (ϕ a γθ [n]) phase time series. PAC can therefore range between unity, which reflects perfect PAC, or zero which reflects no PAC. Before exploring a broad plane of phase-amplitude interactions (comodulogram) (Canolty et al., 2006; Tort et al., 2010 ), we initially examined the level of PAC for the amplitude of a fixed high gamma band range (HG: 70-180 Hz) relative to the phase of multiple nonoverlapping narrow-band frequencies of 2 Hz widths between 2 and 42 Hz (2-4 Hz, 4-6 Hz etc.; Fig. 1 ), for comparison with the raw power spectrum. To clarify PAC differences between PMC and occipital sites, finer binning of 1 Hz steps between 2 and 20 Hz was used (Fig. 2) . We focused our PAC comparison on occipital electrodes as we sought to make anatomical comparisons within subjects and were limited to the shared electrode locations across PMC subjects, which greatly restricts the possible regions of interest. We also feel the comparison to occipital alpha is a preferable test case in light of its clear empirical history and its anatomical proximity to PMC.
To show that the identified PAC for the HG amplitude range was selective, we created full phase-amplitude comodulograms covering a broad range of possible cross-frequency couplings. Comodulograms (e.g. Fig. 1c and f) were created using the same PAC method described above for amplitude frequencies ranging between 10 and 205 Hz and phase frequencies ranging between 1 and 21 Hz. Amplitude bins had a width of 10 Hz with 5 Hz steps (10-20 Hz, 15-25 Hz etc.). Phase bins were 2 Hz in width with 1 Hz steps (1-3 Hz, 2-4 Hz etc.). After identifying strong theta band spectral power and PAC between theta phase and HG amplitude, we explored the phase-angle preference of this modulation by creating theta trough-locked and phaseangle binned averages of HG amplitude in PMC ( Fig. 3b and c) . For group results theta/HG PAC and phase angle preference were statistically tested against surrogate data. Surrogate data was created using a standard shuffle technique, which splits the phase modulating (e.g. theta phase) time series ϕ θ (t) of length n into two segments at a single random time point s (ϕ θ (t 1 … t s )|ϕ θ (t s + 1 … t n )) and reverses HG amplitude is maximally modulated by theta-phase in PMC, whereas HG modulation is maximal at the alpha range for occipital cortex. their order (ϕ θ (t s + 1 … t n )|ϕ θ (t 1 … t s )) (Canolty et al., 2006; He et al., 2010) . This approach preserves the local phase evolution but disrupts the temporal relationship between the two phase series, and is therefore more conservative than phase randomization techniques (Hurtado et al., 2004) . Surrogate mean and standard deviation were then calculated for each channel based on the distribution of 300 separate (i.e. single random time point split) shuffle iterations. Finally, after characterizing the basic frequency power and in turn cross-frequency coupling (PAC) of PMC electrodes, we then examined a further higher order nesting of the identified cross-frequency Fig. 4b ) for a single PMC electrode in subject 1. B) Mean normalized power between 0.05 and 0.2 Hz, highlighted gray in A, for delta/HG, theta/HG, alpha/HG and beta/HG modulation time series for all PMC electrodes. Given insufficient statistical power, theta/HG produced the greatest power within this range but was not statistically significant. C) Peak frequency of slow modulation spectrum (as shown in A) for theta/HG cross-frequency modulation as well as for theta and HG bands independently across all PMC electrodes. Theta/HG modulation shows consistent spectral peaks distributed around 0.1 Hz (mean 0.10 Hz), with HG and theta bands showing similar, though more varied, peak frequencies. Quantitatively, the standard deviation was clearly greater for the theta and gamma bands alone (0.22 and 0.19, respectively) than for the theta/gamma pair (0.05). A repeated measures analysis of variance showed the variance to be significantly different between these bands (F(2,36) = 6.21, p b .01).
interaction in a more exploratory analysis of slow fluctuations. To quantify slow fluctuations in the PMC two frequency ranges were selected around the identified max comodulogram PAC values, F 1 being the HG band (70-180 Hz) on the amplitude (y) axis, and F 2 being a 3 Hz band centered on the peak PAC value relative to the phase (x) axis (center typically 4-6 Hz). Using these selected bands the analysis then focuses simply on continuous changes in cross-frequency amplitude modulation time series, rather than ongoing changes in the calculated PAC values, which become poorly estimated for short data lengths. Subsequently the raw time series of each electrode was band-pass filtered by the frequency range defined by F 1 , its amplitude calculated via a Hilbert transform, and then filtered by the range defined by F 2 . This gives the same amplitude times series (a γθ [n]) whose phase is used for the PAC calculation above (ϕ a γθ [n]). However, instead of taking the phase of this theta modulated gamma amplitude (ϕ a γθ [n]), the power spectrum was then estimated for the low pass filtered (b 1 Hz) amplitude of this signal (from a second Hilbert transform; a aγθ [n]), using a FFT (60 s Hamming window with 50% overlap). We excluded frequency bins whose period was greater than half the FFT window. This approach is similar to previous studies of slow changes in ECoG gamma power (Nir et al., 2008) , but with a focus upon narrow band modulations of gamma power based on identified cross-frequency modulation, and subsequently quantifying the fluctuations of this signal. This basic approach of studying crossfrequency amplitude modulation time series allows a linking between time scales (i.e. to higher order moments), motivated by identified canonical oscillations in the power spectrum and their phase modulation of HG amplitude (PAC). The described slow fluctuations therefore represent shifts in cross-frequency comodulation (i.e. slow changes in the magnitude of theta modulated gamma amplitude).
Results
The first finding of our study suggests that the PMC can be distinguished from its nearby cortical regions in terms of its oscillatory properties at rest. As shown in Fig. 1 , PMC has a clear spectral peak in the theta range (5 Hz), in contrast to sites in visual cortex of the same subject that show a strong alpha resonance (8 Hz). Furthermore, the PMC shows maximal PAC between theta band phase and HG amplitude while electrodes in the lateral and mesial visual cortex show a clear PAC relationship between alpha band phase and HG amplitude. For the example PMC electrode in Fig. 1a , PAC for HG amplitude is reduced by 42% when comparing theta to alpha phase (θ PAC = 0.24; α PAC = 0.14). Conversely, PAC for HG amplitude is reduced by 63% for the example occipital electrode in Fig. 1d when comparing alpha to theta phase (α PAC = 0.48; θ PAC = 0.18). In this respect, the dominant local oscillation at a given cortical site can be a strong determinant of cross-frequency coupling, in this case the preferred phase modulating frequency of HG amplitude.
Differences in PAC preference are also observed between PMC and mesial occipital cortex in the same subject where interhemispheric recordings extended across the PMC over the parieto-occipital sulcus into cuneus/occipital lobe as shown in Fig. 2 . Using finer frequency steps for phase bins (1 Hz as per comodulograms), a clear separation of PAC value distribution is observed between the occipital alpha phase and the PMC theta phase influence on HG amplitude (Fig. 2b) . This distribution of PAC values was significantly different between PMC and occipital cortex (Kolmogorov-Smirnov = 0.63, p b 0.001). For the example sites shown in Fig. 2 , PMC has maximal HG amplitude modulation around 5 Hz theta phase (θ PAC = 0.23; α PAC = 0.04), whereas occipital cortex shows peak HG amplitude modulation around a 9 Hz alpha phase (α PAC = 0.23; θ PAC = 0.06).
Given the clear modulation of HG amplitude by theta phase in PMC, we explored the phase-angle preference of this modulation. As shown in Fig. 3 , HG amplitude is maximal at the trough of the ongoing theta band phase based on the averaged spectrogram amplitude locked to theta wave troughs. To more sensitively assess phaseangle preference, we also studied differences in HG amplitude binned to fixed theta phase angles (Fig. 3b) . As shown in Fig. 3c , normalized HG amplitude was maximal around the theta wave trough (~180°) and minimal around the theta wave peak (~0°/360°). For the example PMC electrode in Fig. 3a , PAC for HG amplitude is maximal for theta phase and reduced by 53% when compared to alpha phase (θ PAC = 0.32; α PAC = 0.15).
In light of this clear cross-frequency coupling between theta and HG bands in the PMC, the raw time series for each electrode was then examined for evidence of slow amplitude fluctuations within the filtered range of theta modulated gamma amplitude (a γθ [n]). Whereby slow fluctuations were identified as peaks below 1 Hz in the power spectrum of the amplitude for this modulation time series (i.e. FFT of a aγθ [n] ). In this analysis, we used frequency ranges identified with maximal PAC values (max phase frequency within the theta band) in order to better identify signals that are likely to be influencing local spontaneous cortical activity, and as a link to the specific pre-identified PAC for each channel. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the magnitude of theta/HG amplitude modulation fluctuates at slow time scales, which for the example electrode shown is maximally peaked at 0.083 Hz, a value that is consistent with previous ECoG and fMRI data (Baria et al., 2011; Cordes et al., 2001; Nir et al., 2008) . However, additional peaks in spectral power are also observed and may equally reflect signals of interest as discussed below.
To more broadly understand the nature of these slow fluctuations, we compared theta/HG modulation with other canonical oscillations (i.e. delta, alpha & beta modulation of HG; Fig. 5 ). Taking the mean power between 0.05 and 0.2 Hz (highlighted gray in Fig. 5a ) for all PMC electrodes, theta/HG produced the largest power level, but was not significantly greater than the same value for delta, alpha or beta HG modulation (Fig. 5b) . When comparing across all PMC electrodes the mean maximal spectral peak (as per Fig. 4 ) was 0.1 Hz (Fig. 5c) . To compare the contribution of independent changes in theta and HG power, we computed the same power spectrum peak values as was done for theta/HG for these bands. It is of note that when comparing the values from theta/HG modulation to HG or theta bands independently, greater variation of the peak frequency is observed for the theta and HG bands. The standard deviation, across all PMC electrodes, of the peak spectral power frequency for theta and HG bands alone was 0.22 and 0.19, respectively. The standard deviation of theta/HG peak frequency across all PMC electrodes was 0.05, and therefore a significant difference in variance of peak frequency across the bands was observed (F(2,36) = 6.21, p b 0.01).
Findings from all four subjects were verified in the analysis of pooled data from all PMC sites recorded (n = 19). As shown in Fig. 6 , group data show that, across different subjects, the PMC is particularly dominated by theta band oscillations (significantly more power than all other bands, p b 0.001, Bonferroni corrected), which in turn produces the chief modulation of HG amplitude at rest (Fig. 6a and b) . Comparison of PAC values with shuffled surrogate data showed the theta phase modulation of HG amplitude to be statistically significant (p b 0.00001,Wilcoxon rank sum), and therefore the PMC values for PAC reflected genuine temporal cross-frequency coupling (Fig. 6c) . The nature of this modulation is for HG amplitude to be maximal at theta phase trough (180°). When compared with surrogate data, HG amplitude was significantly greater for theta wave troughs (t(18) = 5.03, p b 0.001, one sided) and significantly lower for theta wave peaks (t(18) = − 4.57, p b 0.001, one sided) (Fig. 6c) . Consequently, HG amplitude was significantly different for theta wave troughs vs. peaks (t(18) = 4.89, p b .001, one sided). Across subjects, the magnitude of the theta modulated gamma amplitude signal itself also showed slower time scale fluctuations maximally at 0.068 Hz (peak also at 0.18 Hz) across all PMC sites (Fig. 6d) .
Discussion
Significant findings
Using direct intracranial recordings from the human PMC, we made the following observations: 1) within the PMC there is a predominance of theta oscillations, peaking in the 4-5 Hz range, during the resting state; 2) This differentiates the PMC from its neighboring visual cortices that oscillate in the alpha range during the resting state; 3) the amplitude of ongoing resting HG activity within the PMC is modulated to be maximal at the theta wave trough; 4) the power of theta-modulated high gamma power as well as theta and gamma bands alone were subject to slow fluctuations at time scales similar to those observed for resting state networks with fMRI and ECoG (~0.1 Hz) (Baria et al., 2011; Cordes et al., 2001; Nir et al., 2008) .
Canonical oscillations within the hub of the default mode network (DMN)
As a functional and structural hub of the DMN, the PMC has been implicated in a wide variety of cognitive processes and clinical conditions (Buckner et al., 2008) . We sought to quantify the key oscillatory properties of PMC at rest that could potentially provide some basic building blocks for understanding the cognitive electrophysiology of this region. Similar to other canonical rhythms across the cortical surface, our data suggests that the signature of canonical oscillations in the PMC is in the range of theta band frequency, which modulates HG power at rest. More importantly, the oscillatory preference in the PMC was easily distinguishable from adjacent cortical sites, which displayed their own spectral preference (e.g. occipital 8-10 Hz alpha).
Cross-frequency coupling of theta and high gamma bands during resting state Canolty et al. (2006) provided clear evidence for the modulation of HG power by theta band phase in human cortex across a large sampling of cortical sites on the lateral surface. More recently, Voytek et al. (2010) reported a shift from theta-gamma to alphagamma PAC particularly at posterior sites during visual task conditions. Our findings support these anatomical differences in PAC, but do so for data acquired during passive resting states. Using a novel technique to explore multiple modes of phase modulation, Miller et al. (2010) recently reported clear differences in cross-frequency coupling at the gyral scale in visual cortex during task conditions. Together such data suggests that phase-amplitude modulation can be identified at rest; that it differs between putative functional and structural brain areas; and that it can be selectively modified by task conditions. In addition to local couplings (single channel), PAC in human ECoG can also be observed between distal (inter-electrode) sites and show a variety of phase and amplitude frequency preferences (Maris et al., 2011) . Given the evidence that canonical cortical oscillations influence local excitability Jacobs et al., 2007; Lakatos et al., 2005) , it will be of future interest to explore if these rhythms also provide a platform for selective communication between brain regions that share similar oscillatory preferences , either intrinsically at rest or transiently through task modulation. In light of this suggestion, we hypothesize that the functional significance of theta oscillations in PMC is related to a shared oscillatory dynamic with the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and other association cortices. The role of theta oscillations in coordinating ensemble activity in the hippocampus is well characterized (Buzsaki, 2002) . Given the strong anatomical connections between PMC and MTL (Parvizi et al., 2006) , and the clear involvement of PMC in episodic memory processing (Cabeza and St Jacques, 2007; Hassabis and Maguire, 2009; Schacter et al., 2007; Sestieri et al., 2011; Spreng and Grady, 2010; Vannini et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2005) , this interaction shows some promise but requires further investigation. Of particular interest is the possibility of heterogeneity in PAC across PMC, which may accord with observed functional subdivisions (Dastjerdi et al., 2011) . Theta predominance may be but one of several oscillatory modes within the PMC when exploring across a wider range of cognitive states. For example, theta predominance maybe more pronounced at sites/subregions directly interacting with the MTL such as the retrosplenial cortex (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010) .
Slow Fluctuations
Our analysis also revealed magnitude shifts of the theta modulated HG signal in PMC at slow time scales. These changes in magnitude showed a more consistent spectral peak when considering the crossfrequency theta modulation of HG amplitude, than for theta or HG amplitude individually. Given that HG activity likely reflects local activation, and that at rest most cortical regions show dominant low frequency "canonical" oscillations, our findings may suggest a novel way of looking for slow changes of excitability by studying shifts of power in the cross-frequency interaction between the local HG and canonical oscillatory activity (e.g., magnitude changes in the theta modulated HG amplitude, as we have reported here). It should be noted that modulations in theta or HG power by themselves are not independent from the combination of the two. Rather, what we have shown is that in terms of slow modulation, their combination is less variable across electrodes and possibly a more interpretable process given the a priori identification of their significant cross-frequency interaction. Indeed, while theta phase can account for some of the variance in the HG amplitude, additional factors on multiple time scales will be influencing this process also (e.g. other crossfrequency influences Fig. 5 ). These slower fluctuations may reflect an additional nesting (Lakatos et al., 2005) linked to increased magnitude of the ongoing canonical oscillation (e.g., theta or alpha), which is known to enhance the strength of HG amplitude phase modulation (Canolty et al., 2006) , highlighting the close relationship between the slow modulations of theta or HG bands independently with their mutual modulation.
Additionally, it should be noted that the spectrum of slow fluctuations shows power peaks at additional frequencies >0.1 Hz which may also be of interest, but are typically not observed with hemodynamic signals due to low pass filtering and poor signal to noise at frequencies which overlap with known artifact signals (e.g. cardiovascular/ballistic processes). Therefore the importance of these other frequencies should not be excluded, along with the role of other canonical oscillations in modulating gamma amplitude. Elucidating these contributions and their anatomical variation is a clear direction for future investigations.
Fluctuations in gamma band power at slow time scales during non-task and task conditions was reported by Nir et al. (2008) to be maximally correlated across interhemispheric sites (e.g. auditory cortex) for a range below 0.1 Hz (cf. 0.1-1 Hz or b1 Hz). The slow shifts in theta modulated gamma power reported here fall into a similar range (max power~0.07 Hz, Fig. 6 ). The frequency of slow fluctuation in the magnitude of theta-modulated HG power, as we report here, is familiar to those studying slow oscillations in fMRI data as a means to identify resting state networks (Cordes et al., 2001) . Recent evidence also suggests that similar to resting canonical oscillations these slow fluctuations may differ across functionalanatomic boundaries (Baria et al., 2011) . Our finding of a third-order nesting of slow fluctuations of electrocortical signals is intriguing but exploratory at this stage and in need of future examination. For example, consistent with the notion of hierarchically nested oscillations, future investigations should seek to relate the slow cross-frequency modulation reported here with infra-slow (0.01-0.1 Hz) fluctuations of raw potentials recorded at the scalp or cortical surface, and their behavioral correlates (Monto et al., 2008) . More generally it is important to emphasize that the maximal peaks of the slow spectra reported here may not be the most important nor sole frequency of interest to the study resting state networks. As electrophysiological data is more amenable to the analysis of a wider frequency range, a broader domain of slow fluctuation may be relevant to understanding long range resting state or task correlations.
Conclusion
Functional brain networks show both intrinsic resting and task related correlations across multiple spatial scales (Fox et al., 2005; Leopold et al., 2003; Tsodyks et al., 1999) . Also this functional connectivity reflects temporal correlation between local and distant brain regions at fast and slow temporal scales. As the core node of the DMN, the PMC is functionally connected to a host of cortical sites in the temporal, parietal and frontal lobes (Parvizi et al., 2006) . Although a large neuroimaging literature exists for the PMC and its interactions with these other cortical networks, little is known about the electrophysiology of this region and its functional interactions. We recently reported an increase of broadband gamma activity within the PMC during short and extended episodes of rest (Dastjerdi et al., 2011 ) that likely reflects local increases in population spiking activity (Miller, 2010) . In this study, we now report the effect of theta band oscillations in coordinating local PMC activity at fast and slow time scales, which may be an important signature for functional communication between the PMC and other nodes of the DMN.
